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ABSTRACT 
 
Title : English language Teaching at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School in Ludenscheid 
Germany 
Writer : Luthfia Nibrosi Farida 
Student number : 1403046039 
  
Vocational school students in Germany are required to master 
English considering that English is the second language. The 
aims of this research are to find out how English Language 
Teaching (ELT) is applied in Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School. It is focused on five major parts, namely learning 
objective, learning materials, ELT resources, assessment, 
evaluation and curriculum. Descriptive qualitative research 
design is used in this research. The informants were principals, 
teachers, and students. The data collection methods are 
observation, questionnaire, interview, and documentation. 
Meanwhile, the data analysis techniques are preliminary data 
analysis and the series of collecting, reducing, displaying, 
drawing, and verifying data. The result shows that the learning 
objectives are measurable with the Expected Learning Outcome 
(ELO) stated in the curriculum. In addition, today‘s authentic 
learning materials play significant effects to encourage students 
to learn English. Interactive resources designed by the teachers 
support the existing learning material to gain the learning 
objectives. Regular feedbacks by the teachers are the main point 
for assessment and evaluation process which becomes the most 
favorite part from students‘ perspective. The current curriculum 
were designed in 2007 according to the government and 
developed by the school based on what students‘ and 
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stakeholders‘ need. It clearly can be concluded that five majors 
of ELT in Getrud Baeumer Vacational School are well 
organized by Circle Corporation between school, parents, and 
stakeholders.  
Keywords: ELT, speaking, vocational school 
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter contains the background of the research, 
research question, objective and significances of the 
research, the scope of the research. 
A. Background of the Research 
English Language Teaching (ELT) continues to 
be as dynamic and complex as today, if not more so than, 
it has been in the past. First, the English language itself 
has undergone a dramatic change in terms of its use and 
users. It is now used by a much greater number of people 
around the world and for far more diverse 
communicative purposes in different social settings (e.g., 
diverse workplace and academic encounters). In many 
places in the world, it has assumed a new role as a 
second or official language of the country where the 
language is widely used in the classroom as the medium 
instruction and for social and business purposes in the 
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community.
1
 While there are countries in the world 
where English still continues to have the status of foreign 
language or an additional language and has a restricted 
role in society, and believe that the language will soon 
assume a more important role in these countries. 
Germany is a case in pont where multinational 
companies (e.g., BMW, Adidas, Allianz) have started to 
make compulsory the use of English in some of their 
business dealings. 
According to River (1987) that teaching English 
should be based on four points, they are: (1) the material 
should be appropriate with the students‘ interest and 
ability, (2) provision should be made in timetable for 
instruction at frequent interval, (3) ELT must not be a 
special feature on one or twice a week, (4) the students 
should have the opportunity to exercise their growing 
skill every day. Thus, the method that is used by the 
teacher is also influential to gain success in conducting 
language in teaching and learning process.
2
 
                                                          
1
 Meilan Liu, English Language Teaching Today : Linking Theory and 
Practice, The Journal of AsiaTEFL, 2017, XIV 
<https://doi.org/10.18823/asiatefl.2017.14.2.14.373>. 
2
 Wilga Rivers, ‗Applied Psycholinguistics‘, in Interactive Language 
Teaching (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987), p. xvi. 
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Teaching and learning process of English as 
foreign language is very important since the status of 
globalization in this era. The communication in English 
naturally becomes fundamental and inescapable because 
of people‘s general tool of universal interaction. In order 
to accommodate their need, the English as a Foreign 
Language (EFL) curriculum present the community 
order in the simplified international social order, 
particularly for beginners to advance English learners in 
school. In this case, English teachers are taking 
worldwide perspectives into consideration to concept 
English subject in the curriculum. 
English Foreign Language (EFL) taught since 
primary until high school which is officially designed in 
the curriculum today. EFL is also taught in vocational 
school and it is an English Specific Purposes (ESP) 
depending on the aim of vocational school‘s vision. One 
of vocational school‘s purposes is to prepare the students 
to be productive person who can work autonomously, 
add the vacancy to the industrial and business as the 
intermediate employee. 
The phenomenon of teaching ESP will be easily 
found at students‘ specific area of competence in 
 4 
 
vocational schools that students reaching their purposes 
for joining some project courses in the class. The issue of 
ESP at vocational schools concern on how is providing 
English as what learners need. ESP then, becomes an 
essential approach in English language teaching in 
vocational schools. 
ELT in Germany schools are considered a 
successful. High school students are required to master 
the skill of speaking considering English is the second 
language in Germany. As well as in Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School, the focus of ELT is on speaking, so 
students can communicate in English when they face the 
real workplace. Thus, the teachers in Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School are creative in order to create the 
teaching and learning process can be more interesting 
and conductive. The school is one of the role model 
school in Ludenscheid, it has complete facilities to 
support students so that students can compete at the 
international level. About 20% from the alumni works in 
the reputable company every year. As a vocational 
school, Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School applied ESP 
in English teaching and learning process. It emphasizes 
their students‘ need of English in which the purposes are 
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expressed in functional terms. Therefore, the researcher 
is inspired to conduct a research focus on how ELT 
apply in Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School.  
 
B. Research Question 
The problems of this research are focused on: 
1. How is English Language Teaching at Gertrud 
baeumer Vocational School?  
2. What curriculum is implemented in the teaching 
learning process at Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School? 
 
C. Objective and Significances of the Research 
Based on the research questions, these are the 
objective of this research: 
1. To explain how English Language Teaching at 
Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School. 
2. To explain the curriculum at Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School. 
The descriptive research of English language 
teaching at Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School is 
expected to have some contributions based on its‘ 
objectives as follows: 
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1. Theoretically 
In theoretical point of view, this current 
research has some benefits, they are: 
a) Giving new insight and knowledge about the 
elements of learning process to readers. 
b) As a fundamental, theoretical basis, and 
reference for further research related to 
English language teaching. 
2. Practically 
In practical point of view, this current 
research has some benefits as follows: 
a) For the researcher 
The researcher is increasing the knowledge 
and experiences on how English Language 
Teaching in Germany. 
 
b) For the Readers 
The readers get information of English 
Language Teaching in different way. The result 
of this research is expected to be a reference for 
the next researcher. 
c) For University 
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This research can be used as consideration for 
University, especially English Language 
Teaching programs which are aimed for 
preparing students to be an educator. 
 
D. The Scope of the Research 
This research is limited in order to maintain the 
focus of the research itself. The limitation of this 
research is how English Language Teaching at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School covering learning 
objectives, learning materials, learning resources, 
learning assessment, evaluation, and curriculum. 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
This chapter discusses several theories underpinning this 
research, as well as putting the position of this research among 
the similar previous one on English Language Teaching. This 
chapter is divided in two parts; the previous research and 
theoretical review. 
A. Previous Research 
The researcher found some literatures of 
previous researches which are relevant to this current 
research. The researcher used some previous researches 
as guidance and compares of the research authenticity. 
They are: 
A research written by Simon Berg Isaksen 
(2018) entitled ―Teaching and Learning English in 
Vocational Education Programmes in a Norwegian 
Upper Secondary School”. The purpose of this research 
is to study how teachers and specialized workers 
evaluate teaching and learning in the school subject, 
English through upper secondary school. The result 
showed differences and agreement in how teachers and 
specialized workers evaluated speaking skills, the 
 9 
 
importance of English, the use and anticipation of using 
English in working life, learning strategies and 
proficiency. A qualitative research design was chosen to 
facilitate an in-depth study of the phenomena, and 
interviews were conducted with both specialized workers 
and teachers. The teachers were interviewed in focus-
group interviews, while the specialized workers were 
interviewed individually through semi-structured 
interviews.
3
 The strength point is the research through 
the interview with both teachers and specialized workers 
can indicated some alignment in how the teachers and 
specialized workers evaluated the teaching and learning. 
The weakness point is the method that is used, only 
involves the teacher and the specialized worker. Student 
should also be involved, so the results are more 
complete. The similarity of the previous research with 
this research is the object of the research is in a 
vocational school. However, this current research will be 
focus on the process of ELT Vocational School. 
                                                          
3
 Simon Berg Isaken, ‗Teaching and Learning English in Vocational 
Education Programmes in a Norwegian Upper Secondary School‘, Faculty of 
Humanities, Social Sciences, and Education (The Artic University of 
Norway, 2018). 
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A research written by Suyamto entitled “The 
Teaching Learning Process of English at Vocational 
High School 3 Klaten 2012. The research was conducted 
ethnography study. Which was designed as a qualitative 
research. The data were collected through observation, 
interview, questionnaire, and document analysis. The 
aims of the research is to enhance the learning 
achievement of English especially at Vocational High 
School 3 Klaten, by improving student‘s ability to solve 
English Skill‘s problem through Teaching Learning 
Process of English effectively.
4
 The strength point is 
English students‘ skill improved by the research. The 
weakness point is the previous researcher did not give 
the material that has revised so this previous research can 
only improve English students‘ skill during ongoing 
research. The similarity of the previous research is the 
objectives of the research and the object of the research 
is at Vocational School. Thus, the participants and the 
instruments are different with this current research. 
A research written by Okri Ronaldo in 2016 
entitled ―Teaching Material for English Subject in 
                                                          
4
 Suyamto, The Teaching Learning Process of English at Vocational 
High School 3 Klaten 2012. (Muhammadiyah University of Surakarta, 2014). 
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Vocational High School”. The purpose of the paper is to 
evaluate the teaching material of English subject at 
Vocational High School by referring to ESP approach 
because, theoretically, teaching English in Vocational 
High School should relate and support the specific skill 
which is studied by its students. The research used 
qualitative inquiry. The research was conducted in SMK 
N 2 Sinjunjung. The findings of the research is the 
researcher was found that English teaching material in 
SMK N 2 Sijunjung does not follow of ESP approach for 
each specific study in that school yet. The data show that 
most of content and context of teaching material are still 
too general for Vocational High School students. It can 
be concluded that implementation of ESP in Vocational 
High School could not run well yet.
5
 The strength point 
is the details information problem about the teaching 
English curriculum that is used in SMK N 2 Sijunjung. 
However, the researcher did not explain the development 
of the curriculum to enhance students‘ quality. The 
similarity is the object which is held in Vocational 
School. The previous research described the material 
                                                          
5
 Okri Ronaldo, ‗Teaching Material for English Subject in Vocational 
School‘, International Seminar on English Language and Teaching (ISELT), 
4 (2016), 170–79. 
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used in Vocational School in Indonesia and this currect 
research will describe not only the learning material but 
also the learning objectives, students‘ input, leaning 
materials, learning resources, assesment, and the 
curriculum. 
A research written by Chiou-lan Chern nad 
Karen entitled Learning English by Walking Down the 
Street an overview of English language teaching (ELT) 
in Taiwan. This research traced the historical 
development of ELT in Taiwan, discusses ELT today, 
and the implications of foreign language policies on ELT 
in schools in Taiwan.  The research discussed the light of 
cognitive, affective, and cultural data particular of 
teaching English in the school. The result showed that 
English teaching should be done with reference to the 
socio-cultural norms and values from both of an English-
speaking country and the host country, with the purpose 
of developing the teaching English in non-English-
Speaking country.
6
 Similarities of this research provides 
an overview of English Language Teaching in non-
English-Speaking countries today and discusses some 
                                                          
6
 Chiou lan Chern and Karen Dooley, ‗Learning English by Walking down 
the Street‘, ELT Journal, 68.2 (2014), 113–23 
<https://doi.org/10.1093/elt/cct067>. 
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perspective of English Existence by looking at other 
foreign languages and how they are implemented in 
schools in home country. The differences; Collecting 
data in this study was done in a region of Taiwan. My 
research will focus on how the English Language 
Teaching apply in a school and convey what teachers 
and students‘ perspective. The weakness of the research 
is the researcher‘s expectation did not solve the problem. 
The researches explain the opportunities using English 
both in relation to local situations and to international 
circumstances in which they are interested. The 
differences; there is native English-speaking teacher‘s 
attempts to modify the teaching English learning process 
in previous research. But in this research will be 
conducted in Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School which 
is from non-English-speaking country. 
A research written by Hanik Nurul entitled A 
Descriptive Study of Teaching and Learning as Pre-
service English Teacher of Camp Epic 2016 in Bukit 
Tinggi West Sumatera. This previous research presents 
how teacher should be creative in delivering material. 
The research used qualitative approach. The data were 
collected by observation, interview, and documentation. 
 14 
 
The result of this study can be stated as follows: camp 
EPIC is program of empowering pre-service English 
teachers. It is integrative training program which has 
been planned, organized and evaluated. The teaching 
learning process during the camp combine both theory 
and practice. The pre-service English teachers were 
taught how to teach all language skill competences.
7
 The 
strength point is the researcher is also the participant of 
the camp and through the interview with both the 
participants and the educators can indicated all alignment 
in how the facilitators manage the camp. The weakness 
point is the theory that the writer presents in Theoretical 
framework is somehow did not relate with the topic. The 
similarity of this previous research and my research is 
the method used in the research is descriptive research 
and the aim the research is to investigate the English 
teaching and learning. The differences of the research 
with my research that the research is only focused how 
teacher should be creative in pre-service English teacher, 
and my research is concern of teaching and learning 
process in Vocational School. 
                                                          
7
 Hanik Nurul Faizah, A Descriptive Study of Teaching and Learning as Pre-
Service English Teacher of Camp EPIC 2016 in Bukittinggi West Sumatra. 
(Walisongo State Islamic University, 2016). 
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B. Theoretical Review 
1. English Language Teaching (ELT) 
English Language Teaching (ELT) is a major 
international enterprise.
8
 These changes include the 
emergence of different English language teaching 
methods such as grammar translation method, direct 
method, suggestopedia, community language 
learning etc. known as a period of unity as well as 
period of diversity in 1987.
9
 
English language is learned around the world by 
children in school as a foreign language and often 
becomes a common denominator or between people 
of different nationalities when they meet while 
travelling, doing business, or in any contexts. 
According to Christine Kenneally in her book ―The 
First Word”, that today there are about 6000 
                                                          
8
 Martin Dewey and Constant Long, ‗English in English Language Teaching: 
Shifting Values and Assumptions in Changing Circumstances‘, Working 
Papers in Educational Linguistics, 25.1 (2010), 1–15 
<http://usyd.summon.serialssolutions.com/link/0/eLvHCXMwY2BQMExKS
Uk0MrcANlaTLNJSUpINkyySgVVFSmJKoqm5eRLKMDZSae4mxMCUm
ifKoOzmGuLsoQsrGuMTk0C9_uSS4nhzExAwA9aCYgy8iaAl4Hkl4K1iKe
IMrGnA-
EoVB5Wh4kDzxBk4IiydfSL9g6BcIRhXrxi8n0mvsEQcWGSDo1vXUM8A
ALN4Ltg>. 
9
 Diane Larsen-Freeman, ‗From Unity to Diversity: Twenty-Five Years of 
Language-Teaching Methodology‘, English Teaching Forum, 50.2 (1987), 
28–38. 
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languages in the world and half of the world‘s 
population speaks only 10 of them. English is the 
single most dominant of these 10. As Richard stated 
that English Language Teaching (ELT) textbooks 
have long been considered central to English 
language learning and teaching, as they are not only a 
source of knowledge that teachers rely on to prepare 
and deliver lessons but also are the main basis of 
language learners apart from their teacher.
10
 
Renandya and Widodo concluded in ELT today‘s 
book, that there are three broad categories of ELT 
principles. First, category of principles is fairly 
general and applies to wider learning contexts: 
1) L2 curricula should place the learner at 
the center of learning. 
2) Teachers should continually engage in 
reflective practice to boost their 
professionalism. 
Jacobs and Renandya‘s chapter talked about 
student-centered learning ―Student-Centered 
Learning in ELT‖ reflects the first principle above, 
                                                          
10
 J. C. Richard, Curriculum Development in Language Teaching 
(Cambridgr: Cambridge University Press, 2001). 
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e.g., for optimal learning to occur in the L2 
classroom, teachers need to take into account 
students‘ linguistic, social, cognitive and emotional 
needs. Farrells‘ chapter talked about ―Does Writing 
Promote Reflective Practice?‖ exemplifies how 
teachers should continually examine and reflect on 
their beliefs, teaching philosophy and pedagogical 
practices in order to develop deeper understanding of 
their own teaching strategies and how these can be 
used to maximize students learning. They believe 
that a reflective teacher who places their students at 
the center of learning is well-placed to create optimal 
conditions for L2 learning. The second category 
comes from Mackay in Renandya, some of the key 
principles are listed below: 
3) L2 curricula should promote 
multilingualism. 
4) L2 curricula should promote awareness 
of emerging varieties of English and 
exposed students to these varieties. 
5) L2 curricula should embrace 
multiculturalism and promote cross-
cultural awareness. 
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Nafi Annury defines multilingualism in his 
journal as a cultural phenomenon concerned 
with languages that occur in a culture.
11
 
Mahboob and Lin argued that a 
monolingual approach to teaching English 
where English should be used only in the 
English language classroom is no longer 
sustainable in today‘s multilingual contexts. 
They maintain that students‘ first languages 
can instead be used as useful pedagogical 
resources to aid students‘ English 
learning.
12
 Those statement are nicely 
illustrates 3 principles above. 
The last category of principles is derived 
from extensive research in second language 
learning and acquisition. Some of the key 
principles include the following; 
                                                          
11
 Muhammad Nafi Annury, ‗Promoting Multilingualism in the Classroom : 
A Case Study of ELT Program‘, Vision Journal, 6.1 (2017), 80–88. 
12
 Ahmar Mahboob and Angel M. Y. Lin, ‗Using Local Languages in English 
Language Classrooms‘, in English Language Teaching Today. English 
Language Education, 2016, pp. 161–77 <https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-
38834-2>. 
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6) L2 curricula should provide learners 
with large amounts of oral and written 
language input 
7) L2 curricula should provide learners 
with ample output practice 
opportunities. 
8) L2 curricula should include deliberate 
and systematic teaching of language 
features such as pronunciation, grammar 
and vocabulary. 
 
2. The Components of Learning and Teaching 
Definition of teaching cannot be separated from 
the definition of learning. The understanding towards 
the concepts of teaching and learning may underlie 
the success of language teaching and learning 
process. Therefore, the following presents a 
discussion on the notion of teaching and learning. 
Tomlinson states that learning is normally 
considered to be a conscious process which consists 
of the committing to memory of information relevant 
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to what is being learned.
13
 In addition, Murray and 
Christison state that learning is a process that brings 
together cognitive, emotional, and environmental 
influences for the purpose of making changes in 
one‘s knowledge, skills, values, and worldviews.14 
Learning also refers to a relatively permanent change 
in behavior as a result of practice or experience. 
Similarly, Brown proposes that learning is 
acquisition or getting information and skill which 
imply storage systems, memory, and cognitive 
system. Based on the above definition, Brown breaks 
down the components of the definition of learning as 
(1) acquisition or getting; (2) retention of information 
or skill; (3) retention implies storage system, 
memory, and cognitive organization; (4) active, 
conscious focus or and acting upon events outside or 
inside the organism; (5) permanent but subject to 
forgetting; (6) practice, perhaps reinforced practice; 
(7) a change in behavior. 
                                                          
13
 Tomlison Brian, Material Development in Langugae Teacing (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998). 
14
 Denise E. Murray and MaryAnn Christison, What English Language 
Teachers Need to Know Volume I, What English Language Teachers Need to 
Know Volume I, 2019 <https://doi.org/10.4324/9781351139847>. 
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 In relation to English teaching learning, Harmer 
suggests that the natural language acquisition can be 
difficult to replicate in the classroom, but there are 
elements which can help the students learn 
effectively. The elements are engaged, study, and 
activate. ―Engage‖ is related to a teaching sequence 
where teachers try to arouse students‘ interest by 
involving their emotion. Meanwhile, the concept of 
―study‖ focuses on the language and how the 
language is constructed. The last element is 
―activate‖.15 This term refers to the exercise and 
activities which are designed to get the students using 
language as freely and communicatively as they can. 
In fact, teaching and learning are related to each 
other. Language learning cannot be separated from 
language teaching. To learn is to know something 
while 10 to teach is to let learners know something. 
Brown defines the concept of teaching. He explains 
that teaching is guiding and facilitating learning 
                                                          
15
 Jeremy Harmer, T, The Prctice of English Language Teaching 
(London, UK: Longman, 1983) 
<https://archive.org/details/HowToTeachEnglish/page/n5>. P. 24 
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encouraging the learners to learn, and setting the 
condition for learning.
16
 
 Supporting the above definition, Blum in Richard 
and Renandya said that an effective teaching 
considers some crucial aspects. It includes well-
planned curriculum, efficient classroom activities, 
focused instruction, and similar things.
17
 With regard 
to the above aspects, teaching is not only a matter of 
transferring knowledge. Many aspects are involved 
in the process of teaching which determine in 
effectiveness of teaching process. Those important 
aspects of teaching can be some guidance to create 
an effective teaching in the English teaching and 
learning process.
18
 
 According to Syaiful Bahri, educational 
interaction process in teaching and learning consist 
of seven components which suitable with their 
                                                          
16
 H. Douglas Brown, ‗Priciples Of Language Learning And 
Teaching Fourth Edition‘, 1964. P. 4 
17
 Jack C. Richards and Willy A. Renandya, Methodology Language 
Teaching, 2002. P.21 
18
 Willy A. Renandya and Richard Jack C., Methodology in 
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functions until the learning objectives are achieved 
optimally. Those components are:
19
 
a) Learning Objective 
 Formulating learning goals is never omitted 
from the teacher‘s programming activities 
agenda. Objectives have a significant meaning in 
the operations of educational interaction.  
Objectives provide clear and definite instructions 
where the teacher will conduct the teaching 
activities. The teacher can choose which task to 
do and which activities should be discontinued. 
The accomplishment of learning goals can be 
seen from the mastery of the material provided to 
learners during operations of personal interaction. 
b) Learning Materials 
 Materials are substances that will be 
transferred in the process of educational 
interaction. The educational interaction will not 
succeed without learning materials. Therefore, 
the teacher should learn and prepare the learning 
material to be delivered to the learners before the 
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teaching learning process begins. The teacher 
should definitely master the subject matter. 
c) Teaching and Learning Activities.  
 Teaching and learning activities are the 
essence of activities in teaching learning process. 
All programmed activities will be conducted in 
teaching and learning process. All the elements of 
learning will proceed in it. The key elements are 
human, teacher, and learners doing activities with 
their tasks and responsibilities to accomplish the 
learning objectives. 
 The differences of the students in the biologi
cal, intellectual and psyhological aspects are to be
 considered in classroom management by the 
teacher. Interactions in the classroom are usually 
interactions between teachers and learners and 
interactions between learners and learners when 
the lesson takes place. Learning activities of the 
ideal learners determine the quality of 
interactions occurring in the classroom. 
d) Method  
 Method is a manner that is used to achieve 
the ultimate goal. In teaching and learning 
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activities, the teacher needs the methods for 
learning objectives. The teacher seldom uses one 
method, but always uses more than one method. 
Because every method has advantages and 
disadvantages. It requires the teacher to use 
various methods. 
e) Tools 
 Tools are everything that can be used in 
order to achieve learning objectives. Tool is not 
only a complement, but also as a helper which 
facilitates the effort to achieve objectives. There 
are two kinds of tools, namely non-material tools 
and material tools. Non-material tools in the form 
of orders, prohibitions, advice, and so on. While 
the material tools are in the form of globe, 
blackboard, limestone, pictures, diagrams, 
paintings, slides, videos, etc. Material tools 
including audiovisual. The use of audiovisual in 
the educational interaction process is strongly 
supported by Dwyer (one of the figures of a good 
flow of realism). Realism flows assume that 
perfect learning can only be achieved if near-
realistic audiovisual materials are used. 
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Therefore, there is a tendency from the teacher to 
provide as much learning material as possible by 
providing an explanation as real life as possible 
with the experience of the students. 
f) Learning Resources 
 There are so many sources of learning such 
as at school, on the lawn, in the city center, in the 
countryside, and etc. The use of teaching 
resources depends on teacher creativity, time, 
costs, and other policies. Everything can be used 
as a learning resource in order to achieve the 
objectives. 
g) Learning Evaluation 
 Evaluation is an activity to obtain the data of 
students' success in learning and the success of 
the teachers in teaching. The evaluation is carried 
out by the teacher using a set of data instruments 
such as an action test, a written test, and an oral 
test. Therefore, evaluation refers to the act or 
process of determining the value of something. 
Evaluation is directed at the success of the 
student‘s learning and evaluation of processes 
that are directed at the success of the teacher‘s in 
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teaching, both of which h are activities to collect 
the widest possible data, profoundly (not as much 
as possible), which relates to students' abilities or 
the quality of teacher activities, in order to find 
out the causes of a teaching activity and student 
learning outcomes that encourage and develop 
learning abilities. From the conception, the 
objective of the evaluation is to collect data that 
proves the progress of the students in achieving 
the expected objectives. 
 
3. Vocational School 
 Vocational school is one alternative for learners 
interested in practical post-secondary education and 
work training. Vocational school typically offers 
comparatively brief career-focused programs that 
prepare graduates for the workforce rapidly. As an 
article written by study.com stated a vocational 
school, sometimes also known as a trade school, 
career center, or vocational college.
20
 They are 
relevant for many kinds of learners, including; (a) 
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people who are planning for the first time to enter the 
industry, (b) people who are looking to get back into 
the workforce, (c) people who are interested in 
pursuing a fresh career. 
 The education offered at vocational schools 
allows adults to focus on the skills to enter a 
particular industry, with the option of not taking 
unrelated general education courses required for an 
associate's degree at a community college. 
Vocational schools also provide technology training 
or retraining for workers in their current occupations. 
 Vocational schools can offer programs ranging 
from short-unit classes of ten weeks or less to long-
term programs of up to two years in length. Some 
states offer public vocational schools and career 
training programs through community colleges, but 
the majority of vocational schools are private 
institutions. Vocational school credits don't typically 
transfer to academic undergraduate programs like an 
Associate of Arts program, but they may award 
students with a certificate credential. 
 Vocational schools generally focus on programs 
in career fields that can be completed in two years or 
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less. Vocational schools focusing on a single field, 
such as automotive trades or health services, may 
offer only one training program or give students a 
choice of several programs in the same industry, such 
as hair stylist, barber, nail technician or esthetician 
programs at a cosmetology school. Other vocational 
schools offer programs in several unrelated fields, 
like agriculture, office skills and technical training. 
The following are some common types of vocational 
school programs; (a) welding, (b) cosmetology, (c) 
plumbing, (d) carpentry, (e) locksmithing, (f) 
Electrical installation and maintains, (g) motorcycle 
and automotive repair, (h) floral design, (i) medical 
transcription, (j) hotel and restaurant management. 
 There are several requirements that prospective 
students are often required to meet in order to be 
eligible for admission to a vocational school, such as 
the following; (a) meet minimum age requirement of 
16 years and 17 years for some programs, (b) hold 
high school diploma, or have completed a recognized 
home school program. 
 There are also some community colleges that 
have vocational training programs. For these schools, 
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admissions requirements may be more extensive. 
Some possible additional requirements include 
having acceptable SAT, ACT, or other standardized 
test scores and passing a school entrance exam. 
 Some vocational schools combine career 
education credits with a high school education for 
high school juniors and seniors pursuing vocational 
education. Vocational school training can allow 
aspiring high school graduates to quickly enter the 
workforce with hands-on training and a career-
focused curriculum. For combined high school 
programs, admission requirements are typically the 
same as for postsecondary programs, except that no 
diploma is necessary, and the minimum age 
requirement is necessarily lower; students may need 
to be at least 14. 
 
4. Components of Teaching and Learning 
Perspective of ELT in Vocational School 
There are several differences between teaching 
English in vocational high schools and teaching 
English in senior high schools. Teaching English in 
vocational school should refer to the program of 
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study of students who are being taught. The English 
teachers both explain and give information about the 
English expressions of handling the clients in the real 
framework. In other hand the teacher also should 
give special terms that are used by social workers 
students. The teachers of vocational high schools 
have to consider the specifics needs of students. The 
considerations are: 
1) Learning Objectives  
The objective of learning English in 
vocational school is to make the learners able 
to communicate in English to support the 
learners‘ major skills. People may think that 
the main ability to communicate in English is 
speaking ability. The ability to communicate 
in English is the ability to understand and 
produce spoken or written language. The 
ultimate purpose of vocational school as a 
formal education is generating ready-to-work 
graduates by equipping them with English a 
prerequisite skill to enter the labour market.
21
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2) Learning Materials 
According to Heru, teaching English in 
vocational schools also covers the four 
language skills, namely speaking, listening, 
writing, and reading. But the focus of 
teaching English in vocational school is 
teaching the expressions that are used based 
on learner‘s major. In teaching vocabulary, 
the teachers give information about the 
special terms that are often both used based 
on learners‘ major. There is no teaching genre 
of text, like narrative, descriptive, report, 
news item, etc. in teaching reading and 
writing at vocational schools.
22
 
3) Teaching and Learning Activities 
There are three main activities in 
teaching English at vocational schools, 
namely opening activity, main activity and 
closing activity. The English teachers of 
vocational schools often conduct the drilling 
activity in speaking class. The students are 
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demanded to speak with their partners in front 
of class in doing conversation. Besides that, 
the teachers usually ask students to discuss 
the materials that have been explained before 
doing the exercise. In addition, the teachers 
also provide some media, like authentic 
materials to make students more interesting in 
participate the teaching and learning 
process.
23
 
4) Method 
Theories of learning and teaching 
suggest the principles of the method. Richard 
and Rodgers state that the teachers of learning 
and teaching may respond two questions, 
namely (a) what are the psycholinguistics and 
cognitive processes involved in language 
learning, and (b) what are the conditions that 
need to be met in order for these learning 
processes to be activated. The following 
assumptions relate to the theories of learning 
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and teaching.
24
 English for Specifics Purposes 
(ESP) is an approach to language teaching 
which aims to unify the need of particular 
learners. Heru state in his research that ESP is 
the method that is suitable for teaching 
English at Vocational School.
25
 
5) Tools 
Alison states that Vocational schools 
should encompass the development of 
technical, theoretical and creative skills. 
Learners should be ―getting their hands dirty‖ 
with equipment at every opportunity.
26
 In 
improving students‘ English skills, vocational 
schools should provide tools to support the 
English learning process. Not only 
whiteboard, textbooks and projectors but also 
each class should have media education based 
n their major for example bakery class, they 
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have mini kitchen, automotive class they 
should have mini garage etc. 
6) Learning Resource 
The teachers of vocational schools often 
consider the learning resources that are used 
in teaching. Surrounding is one of learning 
resources for students. It can be as lesson 
media. Physical, social and culture 
surroundings are also as resources which are 
very rich to learn matter for students. The 
advantages of using it are to develop some 
skills, such as; inspecting and making notes, 
questions, hypothesis, clarifications, and 
articles. 
7) Learning Evaluation 
Evaluation in learning process can be 
broadly defined as practices that emphasize 
more formative dimensions of assessment, 
tighter connections between learning 
outcomes and teaching activities, greater 
student involvement in self-assessment, 
increasing student independence and 
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enhanced teacher responsibility for ensuring 
all students learn. 
Hutchinson and Waters (1994:146-149) 
state, recognizes three basic types of 
assessment. There are tests which are used to 
place learners in the ESP course most suited 
to their needs, and normally come at the 
beginning of the course. Such tests are 
namely placement test. There are also 
achievement tests, which test how well the 
learner is keeping up with the syllabus and 
administered any time through the course. 
The others are proficiency test, which assess 
whether or not the learner can cope with the 
demands of particular situation. 
 
5. English for Vocational Purposes 
 English for Vocational Purposes (EVP) is defined 
as a program sited in both the secondary education 
and tertiary education sectors, which equips students 
with English competence that supports their 
vocational expertise. The role of English as a 
medium of vocational communication helps students 
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understand their vocational content, build and 
develop their vocational knowledge and skills, 
communicate their vocational expertise and perform 
specialist tasks, and develop their disciplinary 
language.
27
 According to Platt in 1996, English 
language programs are contextualized within the 
process of learning vocational competencies, and 
English language skills are viewed as social practices 
and specific disciplines as dynamic because the 
actual use of the language happens in authentic 
environments, in which students engage.
28
 In other 
words, the emphasis is on using the language to learn 
or make sense of vocational content. In addition, 
vocational socialization inducting learners into the 
culture of their chosen vocations or disciplines and 
literacies, language as dynamic social practice are 
key components of Vocational English. 
Mackay and Mountfod stated ESP is generally 
used to refer to teaching of English for clearly 
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utilitarian purposes.
29
 Since the 1960s, ESP becomes 
one of the most effective of Applied Linguistics in 
general, and in specific Teaching English as a 
Foreign Language (TEFL).
30
 That is to say that 
English should be taught to achieve specific language 
skills real situation, in a manner that allows them to 
use English in their future profession, or to 
comprehend English discourse related to their area of 
specialty. 
In many ESP studies, the context of EVP or 
Vocational Purposes remains institutionally situated 
in higher education (e.g., Schools and universities). 
Following this argument, Widodo adds one more 
category to Basturkmen‗s classification of ESP 
branches as in the following figure. 
English for Vocational Purpose is viewed as a 
program socio institutionally situated in the 
secondary education sector; Vocational English is 
designed for students who have a particular 
vocational interest. Depending on student choice of 
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specialization, English Vocational Purpose is the 
point of departure for developing English for 
Academic Purpose (EAP), English for Professional 
Purpose (EPP), or English for Occupational Purpose 
(EOP) competences as students continue their studies 
into higher education programs. Taken together, the 
ESP domains are grouped into four major branches: 
academic, professional, vocational, and occupational. 
In particular, EV is designed to meet the English 
language needs of learners in a myriad of 
specializations, in which these learners prepare both 
for immediate employment and for higher education 
either at School or university or polytechnics.
31
 
According to Gage and Prince cited in Banun 
2018 Vocational English (VE) in the context of ESL 
has a history dating back to the 1970s.
32
 Also based 
on Egloff in Banun within the framework of VE 
refers to a program enabling learners to communicate 
not only in the next real workplace but also provides 
a more general competence that integrates 
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vocational, linguistic, and social skills.
33
 Further, it 
involves the vocational aspects of the learner´s life 
but is not limited to the immediate occupational 
demands of work. In this secondary education sector, 
EV is designed for learners who are prepared for a 
range of semiskilled employment or occupations, 
which require English as an additional competence. 
Thus, in the educational sphere such as in the 
secondary vocational education, VE has been 
institutionally recognized.  
Currently, VE is also a major trend addressing 
the integration of language learning and vocational 
learning for learners across vocations. In the context 
of EV, it is also an ESP-based language approach. 
This program can be characterized by (a) the 
specificity of vocational (disciplinary) language 
coupled with general (commonsense) language; (b) 
the relevance of vocational knowledge; (c) the 
centrality of vocational discourses; and (d) specificity 
of vocational activities or tasks. Both culture and 
identity are socially embedded. 
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There are seven key elements of ESP materials 
that support the aim of ESP, they are; (1) 
authenticity, (2) topic/ themes, (3) texts and context, 
(4) knowledge and language, (5) task or activities, (6) 
representations of participants and social practices, 
and (7) pedagogical prompts. Those elements 
emphasize the totality of what constitutes ESP 
materials.
34
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
 This chapter is about research methodology which 
discussed the research design, source of data collection, method 
of collecting data, and technique of data analysis. 
A. Research Design 
Research method plays an important role in the research. 
Based on the study and the objective above, it is considered 
that research design that will be suitable for applying in this 
research in Descriptive Qualitative Research. This is based 
on the purpose of the research and the nature of the study. 
Qualitative research is an approach to research that produces 
descriptive data in the form of data written or spoken of the 
people and the agents were observed.
35
 The form of research 
is descriptive research is a study that intends to conduct 
inspections and measurements to certain symptoms.
36
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In this research, the researcher will analized of the 
method in teaching English language at Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School. Then the researcher defines of the ELT 
at Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School. 
 
B. Source of Data Collection 
Prastowo states that consideration of data source is based 
on the kind of the data determined. This study will use 
primary source and secondary source, particularly in 
normative research based on document source or reading 
material.
37
 This research will get the data from some sources 
related to the research.  
The primary sources of this research are from:  
1. The principle of Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School; 
2. Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School‘s teachers 
3. Students 
The secondary sources of this research are from: 
1. Website 
2. Logbook 
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3. Academic documentary (syllabus, lesson plan) 
4. Course Book 
 
C. Method of Collecting Data 
To reach the objectives of the research, the researcher 
will use the following methods to collect data. In collecting 
data, the researcher will use:
38
 
1. Observation  
Classroom observation is an observation that 
is focused on the understanding of how social 
events of the language classroom are enacted.
39
 
During the learning activity, the researcher does 
an observation to record the whole activity 
starting from preparation before learning activity 
until the learning process done in the class. The 
researcher uses non-participatory observation 
because the researcher does not participate in the 
activity of the research object. The researcher 
observed the teaching methodology, learning 
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material, learning media, and learning evaluation 
which is used by the teacher.  
2. Interview  
As stated by Cohen, interview is two-person 
conversation initiated by interviewer for the 
specific purpose of gaining research relevant 
information and focused by the interviewer on 
content specified by research objectives of 
systematic, description prediction, and 
explanation.
40
 The Interview is a flexible tool for 
data collection, enabling multi-sensory channels 
to be used: verbal, non-verbal, spoken and heard. 
The order of the interview may be controlled 
while still giving space spontaneity and the 
interviewer can press not only for complete 
answers but also for responses about complex 
and deep issues.
41
 In short, the interview is a 
powerful implement for researcher. The interview 
in this research use direct questions and answers 
between the researcher and the informant. The 
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researcher conducted individual (face-to-face) 
interview with the principle of the school, 
English teacher and the students to get 
information about the learning objectives, 
evaluation and the development of students. 
Because of the researcher was geographically 
dispersed, the researcher also conducted a 
structural distant interview to complete the data. 
3. Documentation 
Completing the syllabus and lesson plan to 
explore the learning objective, Triangulation data 
held at the end of collecting data process, the 
researcher will analyze the result of research 
observation and interview compared with 
documentation taken to ensure that the data is 
comprehensive and valid. 
 
D. Technique of Data Analysis 
Bodgan stated that ―Data analysis is the process of 
systematically searching and arranging the interview 
transcript, field note, and other materials that you 
accumulate to increase your own understanding of them and 
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do enable you to present that you have discovered to 
others”42 
 According to Miles and Huberman
43
, there are some 
steps to analyze qualitative data which is shown in the figure 
below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Data Collection 
 The data which is needed to conduct the research 
were collected to gain information, such as history of 
Bilingual program. The researcher collects the data such 
as the schedule of the English Teaching and learning, the 
teacher in in Bilingual Natural Science class. 
2. Data Reduction 
 The process of selecting, focusing, simplifying, 
abstracting, and transforming the ‗raw‘ data that appears 
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in written-up field notes. Data reduction means 
summarizing, choosing, and focusing the main data as a 
theme. The data that got from field is so many. So, it 
needs to be reduced. Data reduction occurs continuously 
throughout the life of any qualitatively oriented project. 
3. Data Display 
 The second major flow of analysis activity is data 
display. A ‗display‘ is an organized assembly of 
information that permits conclusion drawing and action 
taking. After reducing the data, the next step is data 
display. In qualitative research, the data can be displayed 
in a flowchart and short explanation. The most frequent 
form of display for qualitative data has been Through a 
narrative text. Displaying data helps the researcher to 
understand what is happening and to do some things if 
further analysis or caution is needed. 
 
4. Conclusion drawing and verifying 
 The third stream of analysis activity is conclusion 
drawing and verification. To get the credible data, the 
researcher must find the fixed data. If the conclusion that 
found in the first are same with the last conclusion, so 
the data is credible. The data that presented preliminary 
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conclusion is still tentative and will be change if do not 
found the evidence that supports strong data collection 
on the next stage.  
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
 In this chapter, the researcher describes how the English 
Learning Teaching applied in Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School Germany. The analysis in this discussion is displayed in 
five major parts, they are learning objective, learning materials, 
ELT resources, assessment, evaluation and curriculum. 
A. Findings 
After conducting observation and interview at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School, the researcher found several 
findings as follows: 
1. Learning Objective 
 Learning objectives have a crucial role in English 
Language Teaching. Before doing the ELT in the 
class, it should formulate objectives. The general 
objective of ELT at Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School is to prepare the students to be able to 
compete globally. Then the specific objective of ELT 
at Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School is to help the 
students‘ insight be open anything that exists in 
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today‘s era. The principle of the school believes that 
the ELT is very important so the students have more 
learning resources. 
2. Learning Materials 
Learning materials is a crucial point that supports 
the ELT learning process in order to achieve the 
objective of ELT learning process itself. The teacher 
may decide follow or not to follow the sequence of 
activities in the unit for a particular reason. The 
teacher combined the materials with the conditional 
environment. The ELT learning process at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School is different for each 
class depend on the major of the class. The 
engineering class and social class basically have the 
same material but in some terms are different, for 
example in teaching vocabulary. 
There was a book that used by the teacher in 
teaching English at social class. The book is 
―Freeway‖ (Soziales, Englisch für Berufliche 
Schulen). The textsbook are contained as follows: 
a. Basic Course 
1) Unit 1: Young people in Europe 
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The topics of this unit are blogs of young 
Europeans, colleges and jobs, youth culture. 
This unit provided video lounge, which 
consisted of present simple and present 
continuous. The skill trained in this unit is 
how to do multiple choice exercises. 
2) Unit 2: Working in a social environment 
The topics of this unit are people in social 
work, Newcastle hospitals, and applications: 
a job as an au pair, job interviews. In this unit 
provided video lounge which discuss about 
sheltered accommodation. This unit presented 
simple past, simple present perfect, and 
present perfect continuous. The skill trained 
in this unit is how to describe statistics. 
3) Unit 3: Young people as consumers 
The topics in this unit are young people‘s 
attitudes to branded products, protecting 
young consumers, and analyzing 
advertisement. 
4) Unit 4: Living with the media 
The topics in this unit are young people and 
media consumption, advantaged and dangers 
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of computers and the Internet, big brother is 
watching you. The grammar that taught in 
this unit are simple future, future continuous, 
adjectives, adverbs. The skill trained in this 
unit is how to write a composition/ comment, 
and how to describe cartoon. 
5) Unit 5: Developments in Society 
The topics in this unit are social changes in 
different groups, social commitment/ 
volunteers for a Youth in Action programme, 
women‘s roles. The skill trained in this unit is 
how to anticipate, skim and scan. 
b. Advanced Course 
1) Unit 6: Environment and education 
The topics in this unit are protecting the 
environment, work of NGOs, teaching 
children about wildlife, sustainable school. 
This unit provided video lounge: talking 
about environmental protection. The skill 
trained in this unit is how to report speech 
and How to work with a dictionary. 
2) Unit 7: Staying healthy in a technological 
world 
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The topics in this unit are genetic 
engineering, cloning, in-vitro fertilization, 
biotechnology. This unit taught passive voice 
as a grammar The skill trained in this unit is 
how to write a comment. 
3) Unit 8: Time-out 
The topics in this unit are developments in the 
tourist industry, mass tourism and sustainable 
tourism, international youth volunteering 
programmes.  This unit also provided video 
lounge: showing about keeping people fit. 
The skill trained in this unit is how to answer 
questions on a text. 
4) Unit 9: The world is getting smaller 
The topics in this unit are young people and 
globalization, multicultural Britain, keeping 
trade fair. In this unit taught the grammar as 
follows, infinitive and gerund. The skill 
trained in this unit is how to do multiple 
choice exercises. 
5) Unit 10: International Politics 
The topics in this unit are United nations, a 
poor country in the Third World (Zimbabwe) 
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the political systems of the USA, Britain and 
the European Union. This unit provided 
present participle and past participle The skill 
trained in this unit is how to do mediation 
exercise. 
6) Unit 11: Living and working in Britain 
The topics in this unit are finding a work 
placement, finding accommodation, making 
phone calls, writing an e-mail. 
7) Unit 12: Meeting People 
This unit contained materials about; (a) the 
meeting people for the first time, (b) showing 
people around, (c) finding the way, (d) eating 
out, (e) making conversation. 
8) Unit 13: Working in different social settings 
This unit contained (a) at the nursery school, 
(b) making appoinments, (c) healthy food in 
the nursery school, (d) in the nursery school 
kitchen, (e) at the hospital, (f) managing 
situations 
9) Unit 14: Different countries, different 
cultures 
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This unit contained; (a) touring Scotland, (b) 
renting a car, (c) an American in London, (d) 
what you should know about Britain (e) Test 
your English. 
3. Learning Resources 
In this current research, the researcher found that 
there were two main sources of ELT they are 
designed-learning resources and utilized-learning 
resources. The principle and the teacher of the school 
explained that designed-learning resources; course 
book, smart board, labs, class room designed 
according to the major, while the utilized-learning 
resources are; museum, exhibition, social 
environment. They also let the student to have 
learning resources from anything and anyone who 
influences them both directly and indirectly for 
success in learning experiences. 
4. Learning Assessment 
 The focus of the assessment is to measure the 
capabilities of the students in mastering English and 
to understand the material that has delivered by the 
teacher. Based on the observation, the teacher has 
carried out an assessment for learning during the 
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learning process and was usually used as a basis 
improving the English teaching. It found the teacher 
gave assignments, presentation in a group. It was 
called formative assessment. The teacher said there 
were block evaluation or evaluation per chapter to 
measure the students‘ understand and the final 
evaluation that held by the government in the end of 
the school to get staatlichen anerkannt. The principle 
said there were written and oral test. In the Nord 
Rhein Westfalen curriculum stated that the 
assessments contains of peer assessment, portfolio, 
presentation. Peer assessment were doing by the 
students, portfolio were assess by  the teacher, while 
presentation were asses by the other group  of 
students.  The test object is combined object 
composed of a writing exercise and two other 
subtasks, those are selected from the set in the 
following table object type. The written exam lasts 
180 minutes. It contained multiple choice and essay. 
The oral exam lasts 20 minutes assessed by the 
English teacher. The vocabulary used in the 
examinations was familiar to students. In general; the 
unknown word must be deduced from context and 
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used of language dictionaries too. Words or phrases 
that were difficult to understand are given in 
explannations. 
5. Curriculum for the Vocational College in North 
Rhine-Westphalia 
 NRW curriculum prepared by professionals 
teacher who is experienced in preparing the 
curriculum. This curriculum began to be used 
effectively in 2007 until now. In this curriculum 
contains guidelines for teaching in Vocational 
College for NRW regions. In the curriculum contains 
teaching guidelines and objectives that must be 
achieved. Where these guidelines include class 
eleventh, class twelfth, and class thirteenth. 
Each class level has different guidelines to adjust the 
teaching objectives to be achieved in accordance 
with the major of the classes. The objectives to be 
achieved in learning English are where students can 
compete according to international company 
standards in terms of mastery of English both verbal 
and non-verbal according to the field being well 
informed for example social class, automotive class, 
culinary class etc. 
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B. Discussions 
1. Analysis of Learning Objectives 
 The learning objective was appropriate with 
Vocational School level and it was in line with the 
objective of English teaching based on NRW curriculum, 
they are ―to improve significantly in the foreign language 
to communicate orally and in writing from the upper 
secondary level in the complexity and flexibility, to 
increase open-mindedness and interest in the foreign 
language and to enable self-discovery and self-
realization, understanding and tolerance by dealing with 
culturally different ways of life and values. It can be 
conclude that learning objective of ELT at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School was following the NRW 
curriculum. 
2. Analysis of Learning Materials 
 In ELT the materials that were used by the 
teacher were authentic material for listening subject such 
as advertisements, menus, notes, receipts, recipe, tickets, 
and non-authentic material for teaching writing and 
reading. The teacher used course book from school 
―Freeway (Soziales, Eglisch für berufliche Schulen). The 
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materials which were those textbooks were appropriate 
to the student‘s condition and also appropriate with the 
curriculum. The materials were designed based on the 
learning objective, and student need. In developing the 
material, the teacher used some strategies which were 
based on Richard and Harmer theory. They re-organized 
the sequence of the tasks from natural to complicated 
degree of complexity and based on the lesson. 
The material in ―Freeway” book are in line with the 
elements of ESP materials that explained by Handoyo 
Puji Widodo those are; (1) authenticity, (2) topic/ 
themes, (3) texts and context, (4) knowledge and 
language, (5) task or activities, (6) representations of 
participants and social practices, and (7) pedagogical 
prompts. 
The authentic materials can be simplified based 
on language and content they wish to learn. The students 
also can work on shorter texts with relatively easy 
vocabulary and with simple clauses.  Identifying themes 
is one of the important criteria for selecting materials 
because Huang and Morgan stated that a content topic is 
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always the starting point for learning.
44
 Specifically in 
ESP materials, a theme is also a crucial component of 
disciplinary knowledge construction. Specifying content 
in materials also frames topics of relevant to what 
students are currently doing in their school.  
3. Analysis of Learning Resources 
 This school has two main learning resources they 
are desinged-learning resources and utilized-learning 
resources. One of the benefits of using learning resources 
by design is that a teacher can give clear explanation of 
the materials. The students are more comfortable to 
understand the materials, and they looked not bored. It is 
in line with the objective of the school. In this case the 
learning resources of ELT at Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School are relevant with the Syaiful Bahri 
statement; everything can be used as learning resources 
in order to achieve the objectives. 
4. Analysis of Assessment  
 In English teaching and learning, the assessment 
used by the teacher was the assessment of learning, 
assessment for learning, and assessment as learning. 
                                                          
44
 Liu Meilan, ‗English Language Teaching Today: Linking Theory and 
Practice‘, The Journal of Asia TEFL, 14.2 (2017), 373–75. 
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These assessments were appropriate to the student‘s 
need. In fact, the teacher has been using the assessments 
well. The researcher found that the teacher gave the 
students assignment, presentation in group, group 
projects. In the end of oral examination, the teacher 
directly gives some feedback to the students. According 
to the students, this part is the most favorite part in the 
assessment process. 
5. Analysis of Curriculum 
 Curriculum is a tool to achieve the objective of 
learning and teaching. The curriculum that is used at 
Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School was the Nord Rhein 
Westphalia curriculum. It is the curriculum for school in 
NRW regions; they are contained of 76 cities. It set 
based on students‘ need. The curriculum is aligned with 
the English for Specific Purposes. NRW curriculum is 
not often changed.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 This chapter presents the conclusion and suggestions of 
this research. Those are presented here based on the objectives 
of this research. 
A. Conclusion 
 The researcher had several things to conclude 
related to the findings of this current research. The 
researcher concluded as follows: 
The objective of English Language Teaching at 
Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School was in accordance 
with English for Specific Purposes and NRW 
curriculum. 
Materials of English Language Teaching in 
Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School are applied 
according to the major of the class. Materials which were 
used by teacher were authentic and created material. 
English Language Teaching resources at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School are learning resources by 
design and learning resources utilization. Those 
resources can be used on the characteristic of the 
material, and it also facilitated the students learning. 
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Assessment and evaluation at Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School was applied achievement test, which 
test how well the learner is keeping up with the syllabus 
and administered any time through the course. 
The curriculum were applied at Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School is the curriculum that arranged by 
BiBB Nord Rhein Westphalia. It set of plans and 
arrangements regarding content, teaching materials. The 
curriculum is a tool to achieve English Language 
Teaching. 
 
B. Suggestions 
 The researcher highly appreciates the suggestion 
for better process of English Language Teaching at 
Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School. The researcher 
would like to offer some following suggestion based on 
the relevant theoretical review and synthesized data. The 
researcher wishes that the school could socialize the 
English Language Teaching that is applied at Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School to other vocational school, 
especially in non-English speaking country. 
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Appendix 1 
INSTRUMENT 
INTERVIEW GUIDLINE 
 
No. Indicators Data Collection Source 
1. 
Learning 
objective 
Interview Principle, teacher 
Documentation Academic 
documentation 
2. 
Learning 
material 
Observation Live report 
Interview Principle, teacher, 
students 
Documentation Live report, course 
book 
3. 
Learning 
resource 
Observation Live report 
Interview Principle, teacher, 
students 
4. 
Assessment and 
evaluation 
Interview Principle, teacher, 
students 
5. Curriculum 
Interview Principle, teacher 
Documentation Academic 
documentation 
 
 
 
Appendix 2 
INSTRUMENT 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINE 
FOR PRINCIPLE OF GERTRUD BAEUMER 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
 
Interviewees : Wortmann, Mielke 
No. 
Aspects of the 
observation 
Question 
1. Learning Objective 1. What is the main purpose of 
the English Language 
Teaching in Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational School? 
2.  According to you, how is the 
important of ELT for the 
students? 
2. Learning Material 1. How to arrange the learning 
materials of ELT? 
2. Do all the classes use the same 
ELT materials? 
 
 
3. Learning Resource 1. How do students access the 
learning resources to fulfill the 
learning materials? 
2. Are the learning resources 
available at school? 
4. Assessment  1. How is the process of student‘s 
assessment? 
2. Is the process conducted by all 
the English teacher? 
5. Curriculum 1. Do this school use the same 
ELT curriculum as other 
vocational school? 
2. How often curriculum changes 
are held? 
 
 
  
 
 
 
Appendix 3 
INSTRUMENT 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINE 
FOR ENGLISH TEACHER OF GERTRUD BAEUMER 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
 
Interviewees : Lamschik, Antje 
No. Aspects of the 
observation 
Question 
1. Learning Objective 1. What is the main purpose of 
the English Language 
Teaching in Gertrud 
Baeumer Vocational School? 
2. According to you, has ELT 
in this school already 
reached the goal?  
2. Learning Material 1. How do you arrange the 
material for the students? 
2. Do all the classes use the 
same ELT materials? 
3. Learning Resource 1. How do students access the 
 
 
learning resources to fulfill 
the learning materials? 
2. Are the all learning resources 
available  at school? 
4. Assessment and 
Evaluation 
1. How is the process of 
student‘s assessment? 
2. Is the process conducted by 
all the English teacher? 
5. Curriculum 1. Does this school use the 
same ELT curriculum as 
other vocational school? 
2. How often curriculum 
changes are held? 
  
 
 
Appendix 4 
INSTRUMENT 
INTERVIEW GUIDELINE 
FOR ENGLISH STUDENTS OF GERTRUD BAEUMER 
VOCATIONAL SCHOOL 
 
Interviewees : Arthur, Nika, Melanie 
No. 
Aspects of the 
observation 
Question 
1. Learning 
Objective 
1. What did you get after learning 
English? 
2. Do you think it is important to 
master English? 
2. Learning Material 1. Do you have any course book for 
learning English? What‘s book?  
2. Is there any another source to learn 
English? 
3. Learning 
Resource 
1. Where do you improve your 
English skills? 
2. Are the English subject applicable 
to your daily life? 
4. Assessment and 1. What do you think about your 
 
 
Evaluation English examination so far? 
2. What do you prepare before 
English examination? 
 
  
 
 
Appendix 5 
GERTRUD BAEUMER VOCATIONAL SCHOOL’S 
PRINCIPLE INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
Interviewees : Wortmann, Mielke  
No. Question Answer 
1. 3. What is the 
main purpose 
of the English 
Language 
Teaching in 
Gertrud 
Baeumer 
Vocational 
School? 
4.  According to 
you, how is the 
important of 
ELT for the 
students? 
1. The purpose of ELT here is 
certainly prepare students to be 
able compete globally. Thus 
students stay updated on 
international news, the today‘s 
era. By knowing this, they will 
certainly help their insight be 
open to anything that exists and 
yes they can expect what will 
happen in the future of course. 
2. Absolutely, It‘s Very Very 
important, especially for 
engineering students, because 
by mastering English, they have 
more learning resources. All 
instruction in the tools, 
equipment, stuffs are using 
 
 
English. They have to know the 
guidelines for operating it 
which is in English. So, it‘s a 
hundred percent that ELT is 
very important for students. 
2. 3. How to arrange 
the learning 
materials of 
ELT? 
4. Do all the 
classes use the 
same ELT 
materials? 
1. Learning materials are adapted 
to the lesson plan, of course 
arranged to achieve the learning 
objectives itself. We encourage 
students to engage English by 
designing the laboratory role-
play based. Thus, students have 
sense of learning in the real 
situation, that‘s we called the 
authentic material.  
2. Basically, students learn the 
same material but some terms 
are different, depend on their 
major and how teachers deliver 
it in the class. for example, 
culinary classes with social 
classes will certainly have many 
different vocabulary words or 
 
 
even with engineering classes. 
 
3. 3. How do 
students access 
the learning 
resources to 
fulfill the 
learning 
materials? 
4. Are the 
learning 
resources 
available at 
school? 
1. I let the students to make 
anything as learning resource 
they can freely access the online 
books or physical books in the 
library. And yes, they could 
access the company nearby the 
school to support their data for 
learning resources.  
2. Of course, we facilitate the 
students. We provide learning 
resource by design such as 
learning books, smartboard, 
laboratory, classrooms designed 
according to the major‘s need. 
4. 3. How is the 
process of 
student‘s 
assessment? 
4. Is the process 
conducted by 
all the English 
1. There are 2 types of English 
exams, written and oral. Both of 
them have been arranged in 
curriculum and teachers applied 
it regularly. 
2. Yes, the exam is supervised by 
the English teachers. Because 
 
 
teacher? the teachers will give feedback 
to each student. Regarding to 
students testimonial, feedback 
is the favorite part from 
students‘ side. 
5. 3. Does this 
school use the 
same ELT 
curriculum as 
other 
vocational 
school? 
4. How often 
curriculum 
changes are 
held? 
 
1. Yes, but sometimes there are 
some terms that have to be 
adjusted to the situation of 
students so it is not exactly as 
like in other Vocational School. 
So school has a decision to 
develop the current curriculum 
designed by the government.  
2. It depends; there is rarely a 
change because the curriculum 
is still relevant and flexible. The 
school are given the authority to 
develop it independently. The 
latest was designed in 2007 
 
  
 
 
Appendix 6 
GERTRUD BAEUMER VOCATIONAL SCHOOL’S 
TEACHER INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
Interviewees : Lamschik, Antje 
No. Question Answer 
1. 1. What is the main 
purpose of the 
English Language 
Teaching in 
Gertrud Baeumer 
Vocational 
School? 
2. According to you, 
has ELT in this 
school already 
reached the goal?  
1. As we know, English is an 
international language, so 
after all students are 
required to master 
English, especially 
speaking skills, to equip 
them when working so 
they can compete 
internationally. 
2. ELT in this school gain 
the objective. We can see 
form the English 
achievement of the 
students. The now 
generation students have 
known the important of 
English for their own life. 
 
 
2. 1. How do you 
arrange the 
material for the 
students? 
2. Do all the classes 
use the same ELT 
materials? 
1. I designed the material in 
accordance with the NRW 
curriculum, lesson plan 
and the book guidelines, 
but still I combined it with 
a conditional 
environment.  
2. No, it depends on the 
major of class. All English 
teachers are having a 
regular discussion about 
the teaching and learning 
materials and aids. So, 
sometime every single 
teacher has different ELT 
material but the main goal 
of learning objective is 
same. 
3. 1. How do students 
access the learning 
resources to fulfill 
the learning 
materials? 
1. They can access it 
anywhere and anytime. I 
never limit their learning. 
I let them to learn English 
freely. 
 
 
2. Are the all learning 
resources available  
at school? 
2. Yes, if there is something 
missing, I usually propose 
to the school to be filled 
with facilities or go to a 
place that we need. Like 
museum, exhibition, etc. 
4. 3. How is the process 
of student‘s 
assessment? 
4. Is the process 
conducted by the 
all English 
teacher? 
1. I usually do the 
assessment per chapter, so 
students will remember 
and immediately I give the 
feedback. I just want to 
make sure the students 
master the chapter 
comprehensively before 
move to the next chapter. 
But in the end of semester 
there is a big test 
conducted by NRW, the 
questions compiled by the 
team. 
2. For written test can be 
conducted by other 
teachers, for oral tests 
 
 
conducted by the 
respective English 
teachers. 
5. 3. Do this school use 
the same ELT 
curriculum as other 
vocational school? 
4. How often 
curriculum 
changes are held? 
1. Yes, but some terms 
adjust it conditionally. As 
I mention advance that 
English teachers are 
regularly having 
discussion. So we could 
support each other both in 
the same sand different 
school. 
2. Depending on if there are 
needs to be changed. the 
curriculum will be 
changed, so far it is not 
often. The latest 
curriculum changed in 
2007 
 
  
 
 
 
 
Appendix 7 
GERTRUD BAEUMER VOCATIONAL SCHOOL’S 
STUDENTS  INTERVIEW TRANSCRIPT 
Interviewees : Arthur, Nika, Melanie 
No. Question Answer 
1. 1. What did you 
get after 
learning 
English? 
2. Do you think 
it is important 
to master 
English? 
1. I can improve my English skill 
2. Yes, how I can interact with 
people when I work or 
travelling?  
2. 1. Do you have 
any course 
book for 
learning 
English? 
What‘s book?  
1. a) Yes I have course book, we 
have ―KEEP GOING‖  
2. a) Yes, I learn English 
everywhere, not only from the 
books that the school gives to 
me but also I looking for in the 
 
 
2. Is there any 
another source 
to learn 
English? 
internet, and other places when 
having outing class or after 
school we still have time to 
learn English individually. 
 
b) Yes, I learn from the game 
too. Chatting with friends 
c) I learn from the movie, 
music and whatever. 
3. 1. Where do you 
improve your 
English skills? 
2. Are the 
English 
subject 
applicable to 
your daily 
life? 
1. a) I improve my English at 
home, my parents insist me to 
speak English. 
b) I improve also at home and 
sometime we speak English in 
the class right? 
c) Yes we are. Watching movie 
as well. 
2. Yes, I practice what I learn at 
school in my daily life. 
4. 1. What do you 
think about 
your English 
examination 
1. a) So far so good, I like when 
the teacher gives me feedback. 
b) I don‘t like the written 
exam, I prefer oral. 
 
 
so far? 
2. What do you 
prepare 
before 
English 
examination? 
c) I study some terms that I 
don‘t understand well. 
b) I learn all the material I 
prepare the oral exam. 
 
  
 
 
Appendix 8 
The Observation Check- List 
Date : July, 2
nd
 2018 
Time : 09.00 – 10.30 
Teacher : Lamschik, Antje 
No. Condition of Class Fact 
Yes No 
1. Teacher prepares Lesson Plan   
2. Materials are conceptually correct   
3. The accuracy of choosing an active 
learning strategy 
  
4. Using learning media   
5. Teacher opens the class by greeting   
6. Teacher motivates and makes students 
ready to learn 
  
7. Teacher explains the learning goal   
8. Teacher delivers the material 
systematically 
  
9. Teacher delivers the material clearly   
10. Teacher chooses the right active   
 
 
learning strategy 
11. Teacher uses concrete examples and 
illustration 
  
12. Teacher uses an appropriate teaching 
method 
  
13. Teacher assesses student‘s knowledge, 
attitude, skill 
  
14. Teacher assesses student‘s 
comprehension orally 
  
15. Implementation of evaluation   
16. Conclusion and follow up   
17. Teacher gives homework   
 
 
  
 
 
Appendix 9 
Teacher’s Name of Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Appendix 10 
English subject Time Table of Gertrud Baeumer Vocational 
School 
 
Source : Antje‘s Document  
 
 
Appendix 11 
Information of  Gertrud Baeumer Vocational School 
Profile School 
 
 
Translated by google web. 
 
 
Profile School
 
 
 
 
Sources; Wikipedia  
 
 
 
 
Appendix 12 
North Rhein Wesphallia Curriculum (Authentic Text)  
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